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IN 2008, A WELL-KNOWN GLOBAL
SPORTS RETAILER CONTRACTED
VOXGEN TO REDESIGN THEIR
ENTIRE IVR SYSTEM. THAT WAS
THE START OF AN EXCITING
JOURNEY IN CONVERSATIONAL
DESIGN FOR BOTH PARTIES. FROM
OUR INITIAL IVR, RATED BY
FORRESTER AS BEST IN CLASS IN
2009, WE CONTINUE TO HELP THE
CLIENT DELIVER SELF-SERVICE
SOLUTIONS FROM PROACTIVE IVR
EXPERIENCES TO CALL BACKS,
CHATBOTS AND SMS.

THE IVR – THE START OF THE JOURNEY
Back in 2008, this global sports retailer wanted to provide their customers with
an IVR experience that stood apart from their competitors and they turned to
VoxGen to help. An exciting challenge that we were more than happy to assist
them with!
The initial IVR project involved three phases of work:

1. Quick Wins: Updated call routing without changing the
structure of the IVR. This change included dialogue changes to
optimize the caller experience through call routing prompt rewrites, IVR design best practice and more user-friendly language
and terminology. The existing IVR was also benchmarked to
analyze performance data and evaluate existing IVR usability.
2. IVR Optimization: Phase 2 included a complete redesign of
the IVR, including a more effective navigation structure and
implementing task-based call routing based on user needs.
This phase also included persona redesign to better fit
the brand.
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3. Next Generation User Experience: Identification and
Verification for automation and use of data to more
effectively accomplish the callers task and to offer a
more personalized experience.
Implementing the VoxGen user-centered approach to design
resulted in the quick wins alone resulting in:

3% increase of calls completing in self-service
A reduction of 14% of callers transferring into the
contact center with order status queries
A reduction in average agent handling time by
19 seconds
And that was just from some simple best-practice prompt re-writes!
No structural changes and no persona changes -just adherence to
IVR design best practice. We were excited to find out what benefits
more significant changes would bring…

The final design was so successful, Forrester recognized the design
as one of the best IVR designs in 2009. Using the Forrester IVR
Experience model, they evaluated 16 IVRs from leading brands.
The VoxGen global retailer IVR redesign was the only IVR to earn a
passing score.
Our own usability research showed that participants really liked
the efficiency and ease of use of the IVR. This positive perception
was reflected in the high CSAT scores (Figure 1) and significant
improvements in task completion (Figure 2) compared to the
existing IVR.
Overall Satisfaction
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Benchmark
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Change shipping details
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Change shipping details
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Return
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Figure 1: CSAT comparison

Figure 2: Task completion comparison
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REDISCOVERY

SMS for proactive consumer interactions

In 2016, the global retailer once again got in contact for help in
refreshing their IVR. Not only that, they wanted to know if and how
they could utilize new conversational interfaces to better support
their customers quickly and easily while also providing experiences
that matched their brand experience more effectively. The IVR
experience was disjointed and over time had lost its luster. We call
this IVR rot. They wanted to focus on a smarter IVR experience that
was also better connected to other channels.

Connecting the IVR with mobile application to deliver
continuity during the purchase experience.

Following our established Discovery process, the VoxGen team
spent time onsite to understand the current experience and to
identify areas for optimizing customer contact. Through customer
journey mapping, stakeholder interviews, IVR reviews, call analysis,
competitor reviews and analysis of channel contact data, findings
from the Discovery research identified opportunities that included:

Optimizing for order status and returns

Initially, the retailer chose to improve their call back process to
lighten the load of inbound interactions.

OPTIMIZING THE IVR EXPERIENCE WITH
CALL BACKS
We know from our own research that one of the biggest pain points
faced by customers is having to hold in a queue to wait to speak to
someone. Offering call-backs when an agent is unavailable, hold
times are long or when the contact centre is closed can help to
improve the customer. It was soon clear from our review of the
retailers existing call-back system that there was plenty of scope to
improve this experience for customers.

Automating call backs
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Following our user centered design process (Figure 3) we designed a
call back experience that offered a smarter and more conversational
experience. The VoxGen Call Back solution is designed to allow for a
web call back or an opt in through the IVR.

Inbound module
Offered when call center is closed, or queue
expected wait time is above a certain threshold
Customers can schedule a callback or remain in
the queue
Select a convenient date and time vs. “as soon
as possible”
Customers can provide an alternative phone
number (i.e. different from CLI) if they want to

Outbound module
When the system calls back the customer, it
allows them to accept the callback or reject it
SMS reminders
Customers are sent an SMS reminder of their callback date/time
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One of the key issues that customers were experiencing with the
existing call-back system was related to the callers’ time zone. The
existing system was defaulted to PST (pacific standard time). This
meant that someone calling from EST (eastern standard time) who
requested a call-back at 3pm would receive that call at 3pm PST, so
6pm EST – 3 hours later than expected! The new solution fixed this
issue by using the callers’ area code as the data point for identifying
the callers’ time zone. Now someone in EST requesting a call-back at
3pm would receive that their expected time.
To ensure the redesign supported callers effectively, we conducted
a baseline usability study of the existing call-back experience and
iterative prototype usability research of the redesign. Using our
HTML prototype tool, we conducted one-to-one usability sessions
with representative users to evaluate both designs. Findings from
both studies were incorporated into a second iteration redesign
which included design changes to further optimize the call back and
SMS experiences and to address usability issues identified from the
initial redesign.

Figure 3: VoxGen User-Centered Design Process
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Comparison of the new schedule call back design to the original
design showed big improvements across usability and overall
preference (Figure 4):

Existing

Existing IVR

Figure 5: Comparison of original call-back CSAT to the redesign

Figure 4: Comparison of original call-back experience to the redesign

Positive perception and feedback from participants was also
reflected in the improvements we saw in CSAT, with CSAT scores
rising from 3.0/5.0 with the existing design to 4.7/5.0 with the
redesign (Figure 5). A huge improvement!

Participants were particularly positive about options for selecting
from a specific time offered and selecting their own time. They also
saw benefits in being given an option to cancel or change the date
or time of their call back via a text message.
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NEXT GENERATION – THE CHATBOT
Following on from the success of the IVR projects, our client was
keen to investigate if and how new conversational interfaces could
help in offering customers alternative contact channels. They were
particularly interested in understanding whether a chatbot interface
using interactive text messaging could be used to automate contact
outside of business hours and for simple order status queries.
This was an exciting project for us. We’d already been looking at
the links between conversational design in IVR and how these
apply to new technologies like chatbots and virtual assistants (see
‘Designing chatbots and what we can learn from IVR’). This was
an opportunity for both parties to investigate the use of these
technologies for a real-world solution.
Once we had completed our initial context gathering research
to identify used needs, business processes and technical
considerations, we came up with an initial design ready for
evaluating with representative users. Using our in-house
prototyping tool and SMS simulation software, we conducted

iterative usability research, refining the design as we learnt from the
research. Results were better than we ever expected! With CSAT at
5.0/5.0 and task success at 100%, the chatbot was designed in a way
that not only helped users complete their tasks, but did so in a way
that really engaged users.

“Awesome!”

“Wow! That’s impressive.
Now that’s
customer service!”

“…it’s easy, you can use it
any time and convenient”

“I’m excited…
I’d use it”
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One thing that stood out was that participants engaged with the
chatbot in a very natural way, using language and formality as if it
were a real person. As you can see from the interactions from the
usability research below (figures 6 and 7), the conversational style
of the chatbot resulted in similarly conversational responses from
the user:

One of the key questions for the research was whether the chatbot
interaction reflected the company’s strong brand values. We found a
positive match across all brand attributes (figure 8):

Figure 7: Example chatbot interactions from usability research

Figure 6: Example chatbot interactions from usability research
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Heartless

1

2

3

4
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Imcompetent

5.0

Inefficient

5.0

Impatient

4.8

Inaccurate

5.0

Unreliable
Robotic
Uncaring
Impolite

5

4.5

4.2

Compassionate
Component
Efficient
Patient
Accurate
Reliable
Human

4.5

Caring
4.8

Traditional tools and techniques for UX design and
research may not always work. We had to find new
tools and research methodologies such as the use of
SMS simulators, tools for remotely evaluating
the chatbot interface and specific brand and
CSAT measures

Courteous

Figure 8: Positive match to brand across attributes

The chatbot project highlighted some important considerations:

Persona is just as important for a chatbot as it is for
IVR. And that persona needs to be based on research
and conversational design principles in very much
the same way, but with an understanding of SMS

Chatbots can offer a great solution to add to your
contact strategy, but understanding context of use
and user needs is critical to the design to ensure the
chatbot offers the right tasks in the right way
Chatbots are only one part of the customer journey.
We had to delve into how the chatbot fitted with the
wider customer experience e.g. what would be the
trigger for use? What happens if the chatbot isn’t
the right channel for the query? And how and when
should we back out to an agent or other channel?

Formality of language used in a chatbot will be
dependent on the context of use, the user group and
the brand
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
1. Avoid IVR rot: Working with our client highlighted the
importance of continually monitoring and analyzing the
IVR. Customer and business needs change over time, so
it’s important that those changing needs are reflected
in the IVR. In the eight years between the existing IVR
redesign and the IVR discovery of 2016 it was clear
that the IVR was no longer supporting the needs of
our client or the needs of their customers. This is one
of the most common issues we see with ageing IVR
systems. Even the most beautifully-designed customer
experiences start to rot if they aren’t properly
maintained, so frequent updates and maintenance are
essential if you want to keep delivering the same great
experiences as when the system was first launched.
Keeping your IVR updated is just one of nine design
and deployment principles we use for delivering great
IVR experience.

To read about all nine, download our eBook: Press 1 To
Be Delighted: How to Design, Develop and Deploy a
Truly Customer-Centric IVR.
2. The importance of discovery research: Our discovery
process allowed us to take a step back and really
understand the needs of our client and their
customers. By taking a deep dive into the existing IVR
performance, contact strategy, technical landscape
and business processes, we could understand not only
how the IVR could be optimized, but also to identify
opportunities for optimizing the existing call back
system as well as opportunities for new technologies
like the chatbot. Not only that, but we were able to
give clear ROI projections based on our analysis so that
a solid business case could be presented to our client.
Want to know how our discovery process can help you?
Find out more by downloading our Discovery guide.
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ESSENTIAL IVR
READING
CHECK OUT OUR
BEST PRACTICE
ADVICE TO DELIVER
SMART, CONNECTED,
CONVERSATIONAL IVR

Outrageously Great
IVR Planning Guide
The 9 key principles to design,
develop and deploy smart, connected
conversational IVR applications

Quick Win
Guerrilla IVR Tactics
7 quick, low-cost ways to
transform your IVR customer
experience from good to great
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IVR Customer
Experience Checklist
Score your customer experience
against 35 essential IVR criteria to
pinpoint areas for improvement

Cloud IVR
Checklist

10 reasons to choose VoxGen
Cloud Hosting for your IVR

Let’s Rid the
World of Bad IVR
8 imperatives and our 4
differences to make your IVR
experiences extraordinary

The Channel
CX Forgot

Why bad IVR is undermining your
whole customer experience and
what to do about it
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EFFECTIVE IVR
IN ACTION
LEARN WHY THESE
SUCCESSFUL
ORGANISATIONS HAVE
HAPPIER CUSTOMERS

Healthcare IVR
Case Study

Insurance IVR
Case Study

Water Utility IVR
Case Study

Retail Pharmacy
IVR Case Study

A more human IVR delivers ROI
in just 7 months for healthcare
clinics chain

£2M saved over 5 years with
new self-service IVR handling
25% of all calls

Callers get faster answers at lower
cost, thanks to streamlined IVR

Customer satisfaction figures soar
with new self-service IVR application
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About the Retailer
The world’s leading designer, marketer and distributor of authentic athletic footwear, apparel, equipment and
accessories for a wide variety of sports and fitness activities.

About VoxGen
VoxGen is a company on a mission: to rid the world of bad IVR. We’re an experienced group of design experts
and technologists who believe there’s a better way of delivering automated customer experiences. And we’ve
successfully accomplished that for a wide range of consumer brands around the world.
We help big brands see the customer experience through their customers’ eyes and get their automated and
self-serve channels working more effectively and more efficiently. If you’re serious about putting your customer
first, while keeping costs down, we
can help.
GET IN TOUCH
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